WINERY
The winery

Mar de Envero is a winery that, since its foundation in 2007,
produces unique Galician wines with typicality and personality. After leading singular projects in different appellations of
origin, its winemaker Manyo Moreira returns to Galicia, a land
where he finds by soil, climate and grape varieties the character and elegance he needs for his wines. Currently the Mar de
Envero winery offers 4 wines: «Troupe», a rogue and cheeky
wine designed to be enjoyed in company, «Mar de Envero»
an unusual Galician wine made on the lees and the latest additions, «Mar de Envero Tinto Barrica» and «Mar de Envero
Blanco Barrica», our rare and limited edition line.
Our labour begins in the vineyards where we apply the viticulture works needed to achieve excellent quality of the grape
thus minimizing handling during the elaboration processes
carried out in the cellar.
The character of our wines is marked by the influence of the
Atlantic and the particular characteristics of our land.
All care processes we apply both in the vineyard and in the
winery contribute to making our wines a true reflection of the
potential of our autochthonous grape varieties.

The name

As the wine maker was increasing his knowledge in viticulture
in O Rosal, subarea of the larger section known as Rias Baixas
(Lower Inlets) of the Galicia region in Northwestern Spain,
he was amazed as he saw, on a specific area of vineyards in
which the foliaged surface of the vine arbor was below the
road line, that this undulating foliage spread itself out, in a formation of green waves, towards the sea. Curiously this sighting occurred in August, time in which occurs the longed veraison, phenomenon in which the grape sweetens and changes
its colour turning, in one day, yellow the white grapes and dark
the red ones thus providing to bunchs the characteristic tone
of maturation.
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